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“Palestine is the barometer of Western integrity”

Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine.
Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution. 

Don’t give me oppression and call it peace. 
Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home.

Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom. 
Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state.

My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.
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Reports ......

From London/UK

1. Football Against Apartheid
Many thanks to everyone for being here for us and for Palestine, making us aware that whether you are a really active person
every weekend or an armchair supporter that you care about the fate of the oppressed Palestinian people.   For us that is the
crucial matter.  That you care. 

In the event that you know someone who has a heart but not yet interested much in Palestine this excellent and poignant video
may or may not stimulate them into caring just a little bit more.  But it will help clarify who is the oppressor and who is the
victim. https://twitter.com/AbbyMartin/status/809516507331956738

We had an interesting year in 2016, with a lot of effort going into building a base at football clubs where Apartheid teams were
imposed on our clubs.   Celtic lead the way in this regard, and we made a good start with Southampton Saints being the first
club in England to display Palestine flags in the Stadium during a match against the UEFA imposed team from the Apartheid
State. We expect to have a presence in future years at most if  not all  clubs where UEFA impose a team representing the
Apartheid State, and we plan to extend the group in Belgium to at least 3 Clubs.  Probably  at Standard Liege, or KAA Gent or
both,  bringing our total to 4 in Belgium. 
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We believe we are still on track to have a motion to the FIFA Congress, "to treat apartheid Israel no more favourably that FIFA
treated Apartheid South Africa by expelling SA on 16 July 1976 by 78 votes to 9".
We expect the USA, and the old white ruling class European Imperial powers such as England, France, Germany to conspire to
prevent  a  vote,  or  with  the  support  of  Royal  Arab  friends  of  Israel  (Saudi,  Bahrain,  UAE etc)  water  down  the  vote  to
"suspension".   But we believe that with 18 months to go we can do it. 

Those of us familiar with Robben Island where Mandela was incarcerated for 27 years will know that Football - V - Apartheid has
its origins there, as in the title of the book More Than Just a Game, Football V Apartheid by Chuck Korr & Marvin Close.     It is a
remarkable story.   If have access to a copy torn to page 235 and read about one Tokyo Sexwale.   Then read this living story:
 https://footballagainstapartheid.wordpress.com/2016/10/06/412m-deal-will-keep-netanyahus-and-friends-names-out-of-fraud-
investigation/

We will undoubtedly encounter more and greater hurdles before we win that FIFA vote in June 2018, the momentum is with us,
and a fair wind should enable us to strike that massive but peaceful blow for the Palestinian people to kick off the 2018 World
Cup in the right sporting spirit  of  football.  When making your new year resolutions please consider what Football  Against
Apartheid might achieve if we can capture the spirit of 16 July 1976, which set off Leon Sullivan a few months later on his
journey in the USA.
Source:  Football Against Apartheid, 02.01.2017 

2. Iona Community issues new position statement on Israel/Palestine
The Iona Community has published a Position Statement on Israel/Palestine. This is a response to the call  of  Palestinian
Christians in the 2009 Kairos Palestine document, and timed to mark the upcoming centenary of the Balfour Declaration.  The
Statement makes clear the Iona Community's challenge to Christian Zionism as 'a distortion of the Christian faith, in its abuse of
scripture to oppress Palestinian people'. It commits the Iona Community to the campaign for Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
(BDS) against Israel as 'an act of nonviolent solidarity, pursuing equality, freedom, and justice' undertaken 'in obedience to
Jesus' teaching to love our enemies whilst resisting evil'. It also calls for an apology from Britain for the 1917 Balfour Declaration
and its role in dispossessing Palestinians of their land.

The  Position  Statement  is  the  outcome  of  a  six-month  process  of  discussion  and  prayer,  led  by  a  working  group  on
Palestine/Israel,  and involved consultation  amongst  Iona Community  members and with  Palestinian  and Jewish  friends in
Scotland. The process was informed by Hind Khoury, Secretary General of Kairos Palestine in Bethlehem, who addressed a
plenary of the Iona Community in October.

The Statement also calls on Churches and Christian denominations in Britain to follow suit and fully endorse Kairos Palestine's
call to boycott Israel.

Leader of the Iona Community, Peter Macdonald said: "In their commitment to justice and peace, many members of the Iona
Community have worked in Israel  /  Palestine.  When the  Palestinian  Christians called  for  international  solidarity  in  'Kairos
Palestine', the Iona Community helped to launch Kairos in Britain. We make clear that a just peace for Israelis and Palestinians
is dependent on an end to the oppression of the Palestinian people."

The Position statement was published in a specially themed edition of the Iona Community magazine 'Coracle' focusing on
Israel/Palestine, in December 2016.
Source:  Independent Catholic News, 03.01.2017

Read  the  full  statement  here:  http://www.kairosbritain.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Iona-Community-Position-
Statement-on-IsraelPalestine.pdf
Read more about the Iona Community here: https://iona.org.uk/

3. Campaign to free tortured British father Fayez Sharary from Israeli dungeon
Fayez Sharary - Background 
Father of five children, Fayez Sharary is a British citizen from the Palestinian diaspora who has lived in the UK for over 23
years.  In September 2016 he travelled to the West Bank with his wife Laila and their youngest daughter Aya, just 3 years old, to
visit their families and spend the Muslim holiday of Eid Al-Adha with Laila's mother who had recently been widowed. Fayez
yearned for the opportunity to offer the Eid prayers at the sacred Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem.

After the holiday Fayez Sharary and his family were returning home when on 15th September 2016, they were stopped by
Israeli forces at the Allenby Bridge border crossing between the West Bank and Jordan. They were meant to fly back to the UK
from Jordan on 17th September.  The family were taken at gunpoint from Allenby Bridge and made to walk 5-10 minutes to an
interrogation building. Israeli forces interrogated Fayez for 5 hours with his wife and daughter kept just outside the interrogation
room in the corridor. No food or water was provided to the family for the 5 hours. When 3 years old Aya needed to use the toilet
they refused her at first, and then said they will allow her if her mother Laila first submits to a strip search. After the degrading
strip search they still refused Aya the use of a toilet. Instead they brought a plastic tray which is used for passing luggage
through the x-ray machine, and told her to do it in there.

After the five hours they took Laila's mobile phone and said she and her daughter could go but that they will be detaining Fayez.
When she insisted that she will not go without her husband the soldiers got very abusive with her, screaming at her.  Fayez was
taken to Petah Tikva Interrogation Centre in Israel and tortured for 3 weeks until he broke. He was denied a lawyer for these 3
weeks until he signed their forced confession on 6th October. Soon after that he was moved to Ofer prison in the West Bank
where he is still caged today.  Fayez managed to get a message out to his wife via another prisoner. Laila finally managed to
speak to her husband on the phone for the first time on 17th October, over a month after he was taken.

On 26th October Fayez appeared in military court. In a highly unusual move, for the very first time an Israeli judge, Judge Lt.-
Col. Azriel Levi, ordered the release of Fayed Sharary, saying that "There's no doubt that the defendant's confession, which was
given an hour after the end of his Shin Bet interrogation, was dramatically influenced by the method of interrogation, which also
included  pained and prolonged shackling,  threats,  and a  blatant  exploitation  of  the  defendant's  demonstrated  weakness."
Keeping prisoners shackled in back breaking stress positions for hours on end is standard practice in Shin Bet interrogations.
He pointed out that "Shin Bet’s own record of the interrogations included multiple statements by Sharary that he was downcast
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and ready to admit to whatever they asked him to admit to". In light of the torture, Judge Azrieli said his confession was “not
given voluntarily” and its “value was zero.” The Judge added that several of the crimes attributed to Sharary did not even fit the
definitions of crimes under the IDF’s West Bank laws.

The Public Committee Against Torture in Israel responded to the story noting “using torture happens and is not exceptional in
interrogations.." It stated that over a 1000 complaints of torture have been submitted but not a single complaint has led to a
criminal investigation, let alone a trial or a conviction. Israeli law has never criminalized torture and whilst Israel is a signatory to
the  UN Conventions  Against  Torture  it  insists  that  it  doesn't  apply  to  Palestinians.  United  Nations funded  Treatment  and
Rehabilitation Center for Victims of Torture for Occupied Palestinian Territory, in 2014, treated 845 Palestinian victims of torture
including 317 women and 135 children.

Despite the judge’s ruling Fayez Sharary was never released and a few days later at a hearing on 6th November the military
overturned the  judge’s  decision  to  release  Fayez  Sharary  on  bail.   Fayez  Sharary  and his  family  are  all  British  citizens.
Admission on record by an Israeli judge that a British national has been tortured in Israel should have raised alarm bells in the
foreign office with demands for his immediate release, yet no such action has followed.

Protest demands UK Government act to free British father Fayez Sharary from Israeli dungeon and for HP to stop
complicity in torture
On 9th Dec 2016 Inminds held a vigil outside the Foreign Office to demand that the British government act to free British citizen
Fayez Sharary who has been imprisoned by Israel and who according to the Israeli judge's own admission has been tortured
and should be released. 
http://inminds.com/article.php?id=10737

Wife Of Tortured Prisoner Addresses Palestine Protest Outside HP's 'Biggest Event Of The Year'
On 29 Nov 2016 Inminds, for the 2nd year running, protested outside HP's "biggest event of the year" - HPE Discover 2016 - to
demand it end its complicity in Israel's crimes against the Palestinian people. Laila Sharary, wife or tortured prisoner Fayez
Sharary addressed the protest.
http://inminds.com/article.php?id=10736

G4S Protest Demands Freedom For Fayez Sharary And Solidarity With Standing Rock
On 18 Nov 2016 Inminds protested outside G4S HQ to demand the release of British national Fayez Sharary who was abducted
and tortured by Israel in Sept 2016. Fayez is caged at Israel's G4S secured Ofer prison. The protest was also in solidarity with
the indigenous people of Standing Rock where G4S is being deployed against the Sioux whose water supply and sacred sites
are threatened by the Dakota Access Oil Pipeline.
Source:  Inminds, 05.01.2017,    www.inminds.com  
http://inminds.com/article.php?id=10735

4. UK MPs urge probe into Israeli plot against politicians
Senior members of parliament have slammed comments made by an Israeli diplomat on plans to "take down" the UK's deputy
foreign secretary over his criticism of Israel's settlement policy in the occupied West Bank.  Emily Thornberry, the Labour Party's
shadow foreign secretary, called the statements by Shai Masot - a  senior political officer at the Israeli embassy in London -
"extremely disturbing" and demanded a probe into the potential extent of political "interference" in the United Kingdom.
 
Masot's comments were secretly captured on film during a six-month undercover operation by Al Jazeera's Investigative  Unit,
which  reveals plots by the Israeli diplomat and a British civil servant to destroy the careers of senior politicians.  "It is simply not
good enough for the Foreign Office to say the matter is closed. This is a national security issue," Thornberry said in a statement.
"The embassy official involved should be withdrawn, and the government should launch an immediate inquiry into the extent of
this improper interference and demand from the Israeli government that it be brought to an end," she said.
 
In the recorded conversation with Maria Strizzolo, who was then chief of staff to MP Robert Halfon, the deputy chairman of the
ruling Conservative Party, Masot asked if he could give her some names of parliamentarians he would suggest she "take down".
Masot named Deputy Foreign Minister Sir Alan Duncan, who in 2014 said that while he fully supported Israel's right to exist, he
believed settlements on occupied Palestinian land represented an "ever-deepening stain on the face of the globe".  He also
likened the situation in Hebron in the occupied West Bank to apartheid.  Strizzolo later hinted that "a little scandal" might see
Duncan dismissed.  At the same dinner table conversation, Masot described British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson, Duncan's
boss, as an "idiot … without any kind of responsibilities", while Strizzolo said he was "solid on Israel".
 
Since the announcement by Al Jazeera's Investigative Unit of its findings - and the international media coverage that followed -
the  Israeli  embassy  tweeted    a  response saying  that  Masot  would  be "ending his  term shortly",  adding that  Mark Regev,
ambassador of Israel to the UK, had apologised to Duncan "and made clear that the embassy considered the remarks to be
completely unacceptable".
 
Al Jazeera learned on Sunday that Strizzolo had resigned from her post. Scottish National Party MP Alex Salmond reiterated the
call on Sunday for Masot's deportation.  "Boris Johnson must right now revoke Mr Masot's diplomatic status and remove him
from the country as would most  certainly have happened had the circumstances been reversed. Perhaps then the Israeli
government representatives will regard the foreign secretary as less of a fool."   Salmond also backed an official investigation
into the matter "so that we can be confident our elected officials are free to carry out their jobs to the best of their ability and
without fear of having their reputation smeared by embassy officials who do not agree with their views".
 
Ben White, a researcher and journalist who has written about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, told Al Jazeera it is not surprising
that Israel would seek to influence British politicians, but he added this case was unique because it involved a secret video that
has been publicised.
 
"We know that the Israeli foreign ministry - and also interestingly the Israeli ministry of strategic affairs, which it actually seemed
that this individual [Masot] is an employee of - are very focused on fighting what they see as dangerous, powerful solidarity
activism with particular focus on trying to thwart and undermine the Boycott Divest and Sanctions   campaign," said White.
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The incident is just one among the Investigative Unit's many findings, which will be revealed in a four-part series "The Lobby"
that was broadcast on Al Jazeera.  The undercover investigation shows how the Israeli government is involved in a brazen,
covert influence campaign in Britain.
 
For half a year, Robin (an alias), an undercover reporter working with Al Jazeera's Investigative Unit, met members of Britain's
lobby network that enjoys strong support from the Israeli government by way of the Israeli embassy in London.  Robin posed as
a graduate activist with strong sympathies towards Israel who was keen to help combat the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
movement prominent in Britain.
 
Shaping foreign policy agenda
 Strizzolo, while advising Robin, revealed that she had a strategy of manipulation to ensure Israel remains at the top of the UK's
foreign policy agenda.
 
"If at least you can get a small  group of MPs that you know you can always rely on, when there is something coming to
parliament and you know you brief them, you say: 'you don't have to do anything, we are going to give you the speech, we are
going to give you all the information, we are going to do everything for you'," she said.
 
She also advised trying to infiltrate Prime Minster's Questions, a weekly session in which the leader of the country answers
questions from MPs. The debate is televised live.  
 
"If they already have the question to table for PMQs [Prime Minister's Questions], it's harder to say: 'No, no, no, I won't do it',"
she said.
 
Strizzolo then boasted how her own efforts once made an immediate impact on the national debate.  While in Israel with the
Conservative Friends of Israel parliamentary group in 2014, she persuaded MP Halfon to question the prime minster in public
over  three missing  teenagers believed to  have been kidnapped and murdered "to  get  a response from the  government",
Strizzolo said.  Halfon took the request and called on former prime minister David Cameron to support the Israeli government,
which he said should do "everything possible to take out Hamas terrorist networks".  In response, Cameron promised that
Britain would "stand by Israel".
 
Al Jazeera Investigative Unit's series "The Lobby" were shown on Al Jazeera at the following times: 
 
Episode One - Wednesday, January 11, 22:30 GMT 
Episode Two - Thursday, January 12, 22:30 GMT
Episode Three - Friday, January 13, 22:30 GMT
Episode Four - Saturday, January 14, 22:30 GMT
 
The series is available online. 
Source: Al Jazeera / EuroPalForum, 10.01.2017 

From  Europe/America

1. 'Anti-Semitizing' pro-Palestinian activism comes at a price
It is tempting to label pro-Palestinian activists as anti-Semitic, because it delegitimizes even their most legitimate claims. But this
increasingly common reflex has adverse effects that greatly outweigh its short-term benefit.  Things you can see from here, can’t
be seen from there, says a famous Israeli song. This is what I feel about pro-Palestinian activism: having been closely involved
in pro-Palestine activism as an Israeli student in an American university, I now understand why it is often portrayed in the media
as anti-Jewish.

In 2012, the San Francisco-based Arab Cultural and Community Center approached the government of Alameda County, CA,
proposing to proclaim June 5 as “Palestinian Cultural Day” in recognition of “the contributions of the local Palestinian population
to Alameda County residents and communities.” Focusing on culture, the proposal deliberately avoided any political demands,
and focused instead on Palestinians’ “books, poetry, music, dance, oral history, folktales, proverbs, and handicrafts made with
cross-stitch embroidery patterns.” In the spirit  of inclusion, the Palestinian executive director of the ACCC, Loubna Qutami,
made sure it included references to the Palestinians’ “Christian, Jewish or Muslim faith.”

The ACCC’s initiative met with a furious reaction from right-wing Zionist groups. Pamela Geller  compared it to an “Auschwitz
Proclamation day,” because “the mission of the mystical ‘Palestinian’ narrative is the destruction of the tiny state of Israel so as
to satiate the racism and Jewish genocide as commanded by Quran.” A member of StandWithUs  insisted that Jews are a
separate and distinct national group from Palestinians and should not be confused with them.  Angry protestors showed up at
the meeting of the Alameda County Board of Supervisors, to voice their opposition to the inclusion of Jewish faith as a part of
Palestinian heritage. In response, the issue was taken off the Board’s agenda.

A few days later, J Weekly, the Bay Area’s only Jewish magazine reported on the incident. The first paragraph briefly conveyed
that there was a proposal  for  a cultural  day, and that it  had been taken off  the board’s agenda. The following paragraph
described how “the move produced a flurry of questions and accusations, including the suggestion from pro-Palestinian forces
that ‘Jewish pressure’ was behind the decision.” Although the expression “Jewish pressure” was described as an accusation,
placed in quotation marks, and attributed to “pro-Palestine forces,” the so-called “quote” was not sourced to any particular
individual or organization. In the remainder of the article representatives of the local JCRC and StandWithUs were asked for
their reaction to this supposed accusation of “Jewish pressure.” They denied involvement. I later wrote to the editor, and she still
could not provide a source for what she had presented as a quote.  And so, a story about a Palestinian who wanted to celebrate
her people’s Jewish heritage became a tale of Jewish organizations defending themselves from an inflammatory accusation by
faceless “pro-Palestine forces.” The Jewish Telegraphic Agency (JTA) spread the news far and wide. Several weeks later, after
the objectionable notion of honouring Palestine’s Jews was eliminated, the Alameda County Board of Supervisors did approve
the proposal for recognizing a Palestinian cultural day.
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Two years on, in 2014, pro-Palestine students distributed mock eviction orders to all students of two NYU dorms, in order to
raise awareness of Israel’s house demolition policy in the West Bank. Although the university has no separate dorms for Jewish
students, Laura Adkins, the vice president of the NYU pro-Israel student group TorchPAC, claimed only Jewish students had
been targeted. The NYU Vice President for Public Affairs, the University’s Housing Office, and its Jewish chaplain all denied the
existence of a Jewish dorm, but the claim was nevertheless picked up by several media outlets, including the New York Post,
CBS New York, and The Times of Israel, which reported that Jewish students were served  fake eviction notices in order to
intimidate them.

The Jewish dorm hoax was repeated again last week in a Knesset discussion of pro-Palestine activism in the U.S. Laura
Adkins, who has since become a journalist for the Forward, reported on this discussion, further embellishing her original story.
This time the headline screamed “Pro-Palestine Student Group Accused of Compiling List of Jewish Student Dorm Addresses.”
The story itself contained no proof of this accusation; instead, Adkins interviewed representatives from the Anti-Defamation
League, StandWithUs, and the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA), none of whom provided any information to support these
claims.

The Forward tweeted this as breaking news, and the item made the rounds among pro-Israel venues, before being taken down
by the newspaper, without any explanation, after it was thoroughly debunked in Mondoweiss. Adkins is still serving as reporter
for the newspaper, despite her record of fabricating false accusations.  These are far from isolated incidents. Palestine Legal, an
advocacy group, has documented hundreds of cases of false accusations of anti-Semitism made on campuses all over the U.S.
These include six high-profile investigations of entire universities by the Department of Education, which found nothing.  Why
does this keep happening? First, it is important to acknowledge genuine incidents of anti-Jewish sentiment in the pro-Palestine
movement, which should be addressed and unequivocally denounced. Interestingly, when such genuine bigotry is called out,
this receives almost no attention in the mainstream press.

But in addition to these genuine examples of bigotry,  there is clearly an incentive to “anti-Semitize” pro-Palestine activists.
Readers click on sensational stories about Jewish students being hunted down in their dorms, which increases the traffic on
news sites; organizations competing for contributions from wealthy, conservative donors need to present themselves as valiantly
battling heinous anti-Semitism; and while the free speech of pro-Palestine activists,  as annoying as it  may be, cannot be
quashed  directly,  it  is  easier  to  do  so  after  labeling  it  as  hate  speech.  In  addition,  many  newspaper  editors  have  little
acquaintance with such activists, and it isn’t hard to convince them that “Muslim” students behaved or spoke like terrorists.

Anti-Semitizing comes at a serious price: it derails any serious conversation on Israel/Palestine, since opponents of the status
quo can easily be dismissed as potential terrorists. It can escalate to  death threats, like the ones Muslim activists in Florida
received after similar accusations of targeting students in non-existent Jewish dorms. Finally, it de-sensitizes people to genuine
anti-Semitism, and it keeps much of the Jewish American community in a permanent sense of panic, as if a new Holocaust is
imminent and the new Nazis are collecting names of Jewish students before they round them up.
This isn’t true. Jewish Press, you can do better.
Source:  Tom Pessah  +972 Blog, 21.08.2016

Tom Pessah is a sociologist and activist, currently studying at Tel Aviv University.

2. EU wants P4+1 model on Israeli settlements
There  is  unprecedented  concern  and  alarm  at  European  Union  headquarters  with  Israel’s  accelerated  settlement  and
annexation policies. EU leadership and some of its leading member states consider themselves as the real architects of UN
Security Council Resolution 2334 on the Israeli settlements. Indeed, France joined forces with Egypt and the Palestinians for the
drafting of the resolution proposal — with the United States being informed. From the French point of view, the upcoming Jan.
15 Paris Conference, the July Quartet report and the Security Council resolution are part of an ensemble of moves designed to
revive a two-state solution process.

A senior official close to High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Federica Mogherini told Al-Monitor
on condition of anonymity that the Quartet report and the Security Council resolution serve as a basis for the EU’s 2017 policies
on the Israeli-Palestinian issue. In that respect, the Dec. 28 speech by US Secretary of State John Kerry correlated perfectly
with the EU stance. According to the EU official, “Secretary Kerry reflected the EU consensus on the permanent status issue,
although some European states, such as Spain, take more pro-Palestinian positions.”  The official added that the EU shares
Kerry’s alarmism on the new Israeli  annexation policies, stating that “this tendency is a dangerous watershed, as reflected by
the [Prime Minister Benjamin] Netanyahu initiated settlement legalization bill. The EU is determined to prevent Israeli annexation
measures, using all the means at its disposal.”

Brussels, Berlin, Paris and London are currently discussing the possibilities at hand vis-a-vis Israel’s new annexation policy,
reflected already in four areas. The first being the Regularization law, which legalizes illegal West Bank settlements. The second
is the accelerated Israeli construction in the Jerusalem area, to prevent any contiguity of a future Palestinian state. Then there is
the issue of Israeli economic expansion in Area C (under Israeli control), which the EU considers a de-facto annexation of the
area (60% of the West Bank). The last point is the paramount role of Education Minister Naftali Bennet and his party HaBayit
HaYehudi in leading the government to adopt extreme right policies.  According to the official, the EU intends to take more
stringent measures against annexation policies of the Israeli government compared with the measures it took in previous years
on settlement expansion. “The two-state solution must remain the only viable realistic option to be advanced by the international
community,” he said.

The  measures  that  are  being  explored  by  EU policy  planners  are  more  rigid  labeling  of  goods  from Israeli  settlements,
sanctioning  Israeli  institutions and individuals  prominently active on settlement  expansion along the  lines of the sanctions
against Russia on the Ukraine occupation (Germany is against using this measure), and encouraging the International Court of
Justice in The Hague to investigate Israeli legal infringements of the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention.  With Resolution 2334
adopted, the next step on the international  agenda is the Paris Conference on a two-state solution. More than 50 foreign
ministers have been invited, and it is expected that Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov will attend, as will the
foreign ministers of Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Jordan.
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A French  diplomat  told  Al-Monitor  that  Israel  should  perceive  the  conference  as  another  last-minute  warning  against  its
annexation policies.  Both Paris and Brussels realize that the Donald Trump administration could offer Israel a free pass to
settlement expansion, at least within the settlement blocs and in the Jerusalem area. Thus, Europe wants to create a global
consensus, isolating Israel and the United States. The French Foreign Ministry is coordinating policies on the settlement issue
with Russia and China. The purpose is to create one P4+1 group (namely France, the United Kingdom, Russia and China +
Germany, without the United States) that will deal separately with the Israeli-Palestinian issue and the Iran file. Such a group
would then initiate a dialogue with the new administration on the United States joining the two forums. The issue of sanctions
against Israel will await reports on the implementation of Security Council Resolution 2334.

Official Israel, while exaggerating the hostile nature of the resolution, is not taking the European warning seriously. A senior
Israeli Foreign Ministry official told Al-Monitor that Netanyahu is convinced that German Chancellor Angela Merkel will prevent
any discussion of sanctions beyond the existing labelling of settlement goods. In Netanyahu’s views of 2017, the international
system will be led only by the Trump administration with some coordination with Russia, sidelining the EU.  But Netanyahu is
wrong. Even after the UN Security Council vote, with only the United States abstaining, he does not seem to realize that the EU,
China and Russia share the same position. Such a broad agreement could advance diplomatic moves in the spirit  of the
European plans, even without the new US administration. A global consensus against settlements (even without the United
States) can lead, at a later point, to severe European countermeasures, especially since the EU is Israel’s leading trading
partner.  If President-elect Trump gives Netanyahu a green light on settlement expansion, Israel will suffer growing international
isolation and endanger its very identity as a Jewish democracy.
Source:  Uri Savir, Al Monitor, 08.01.2017 

Read  more:  http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2017/01/israel-palestinians-eu-france-russia-china-us-
settlements.html#ixzz4VqYcvbYt

From Palestine/Israel

1. Bedouin woman battles genetic diseases in Israel's Negev
Israeli financial daily Globes has selected Dr.  Yasmeen Abu Fraiha as one its “Forty under Forty” promising young people in
2016. The prestigious group includes high-tech entrepreneurs, CEOs of financial firms, lawyers and trailblazing researchers, all
under the age of 40. The newspaper believes that they will have a decisive impact on the Israeli market and will emerge as
leaders in their fields over the next few decades. 

But Abu Fraiha’s story is not just the story of another successful young Israeli woman. What distinguishes her is that she is a
Bedouin who grew up in a family that decided to swim against the stream, shatter the rigid conventions of Bedouin society  and
overcome obstacles in order to integrate into Israeli society. Her family was the first Bedouin family to relocate from the southern
Bedouin village of Tel Sheva to the prosperous Jewish neighbouring town of Omer.  “Tel Sheva and Omer are just a five-minute
drive from each other, but they are a hundred years apart,” Abu Fraiha told Al-Monitor. “When I was a girl, we faced a lot of
criticism [from the Bedouin society]. We were considered outsiders. I’m received very well there these days; there are even
people who are proud of me.”

It all began two decades ago when family patriarch Aoudeh Abu Fraiha realized that if he wanted to provide his children with a
higher quality education, he would have to cross the physical and psychological boundaries separating Tel Sheva from Omer.
This, he believed, would ensure his children a brighter future in Israeli society. Twenty years later, the transition proved itself. His
daughter Yasmeen, now 27, has already completed her medical studies at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. During her
internship, Abu Fraiha founded the organization Genesis, with the goal of diagnosing and preventing genetic diseases common
in Bedouin society due to the frequency of marriages within the extended family. Her initiative to convince young Bedouin  to be
tested before they get married, to ensure that their children do not suffer from genetic diseases, got Globes to include her in this
prestigious group of Israel’s most promising young people.

“I first started being active during the final part of my internship,” Abu Fraiha said. “I was researching genetic diseases resulting
from marriages within the extended family. When I went to the United States for a program on social entrepreneurship, I met
with people who work in genetics, and also with donors, who agreed to invest in my idea.”  Genesis began operating even
before Abu Fraiha returned to Israel, through three women who established cooperative ventures with the Ministry of Health and
the Genetics Institute of the Soroka Medical Center in  Beersheba. They also made contact with Bedouin religious leaders,
hoping that they would grant religious approval for genetic testing. 

Abu Fraiha explained that despite widespread changes within  Bedouin society, which have led to greater openness,  67%     of
marriages are still kept within the extended family. Willingness to undergo genetic testing tends to occur only after a sick child is
born.  According  to Abu  Fraiha,  some  95% of  the  people  tested  are  married  women,  many  of  them  during  their  second
pregnancy, after they already gave birth to a child with a genetic illness. The goal of the work of Genesis is to instil awareness
among the Bedouin, so that young people get tested before they get married.

“In the past,  the Ministry of  Health ran [information] campaigns, emphasizing the message, 'Don’t  marry your cousins.' We
consider this the wrong approach. It is impossible to change a culture and tradition that is 5,000 years old simply by telling
people, 'Change! Don’t marry a family member,'”  she said. Abu Fraiha noted that the approach of Genesis is not to annul
marriages, nor is it to make recommendations that have no chance of being accepted by the Bedouin society.  “If a couple
decides not to marry because of the test result, that is their decision,” she said. “We believe in providing the couple with the
maximum amount of information, so that they can decide on their next steps. For example, they can undergo in vitro fertilization
in order to check the embryo’s DNA and find out whether it is healthy or not. Only healthy embryos would be implanted in the
woman’s womb, to avoid bringing sick children into the world.”

Abu Fraiha hopes that Genesis can offer the genetic test free of charge. Her goal is to make it easily accessible at the local
health clinics in all Bedouin communities. “This way,” Abu Fraiha said, “everyone will undergo the test within just a few years.
This will ensure a healthy society, without genetic diseases, and improve the quality and integrity of the family.”  Abu Fraiha
recognizes that one of her motives in challenging the prevalence of genetic diseases within Bedouin society  is proving that she
is still  part  of  that  society,  even if  she grew up in Jewish surroundings.  Nevertheless, she added, “this would never have
happened without my access to and understanding of the problems of the society into which I was born and where my family
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still lives.”  As for her own future, she said, “I have no idea where I’ll be 10 years from now, but it is obvious to me that I will be
working in community medicine, or as I like to call it, social medicine.”
Source:  Shlomi Eldar,  Al Monitor, 30.12.2016

2. Child at a Checkpoint

4 Jan 2017 — Thanks for signing the petition for visa equality between Palestinians and Israelis. Please do go on sharing it. In
our last update we promised to send this round... see below. A letter from a father in Abu Dis, Palestine, showing a forgotten
aspect of the occupation that is violating the rights of all Palestinians and pressing very hard on the young and their parents. ..
(The picture  “Living under military rules: child at a checkpoint” was from a similar but not this occasion)

In Palestine, we are living in an unacceptable situation and have to worry about our children all the time. Here is just one
example.  

My children’s mother has a blue Jerusalem ID and lives in Jerusalem, and I have a green West Bank ID. According to Israeli
military rules, West Bankers are not allowed to go to Jerusalem without getting special permission. So the children have to travel
between  their  parents  through  the  major  military  checkpoints  in  the  Separation  Wall  on  their  own.  
Across the West Bank there are at least 500 military checkpoints, within civilian areas and between them. Checkpoints are very
frightening places as civilians have to confront armed soldiers, so my children travelling through checkpoints on their own is a
major point of worry. 

Things can happen fast there and many people (mainly young) have lost their lives at checkpoints recently. They are staffed by
teenage soldiers who act as if they are in a war zone, treating Palestinians as enemy targets and ready to kill (maybe even for
fun?) because they knew that they have all the power and protection behind them and that nobody will ask them what happened
after  that.  Since Israel was created in 1948, we did not hear about an Israeli  soldier  who was taken to court for  killing a
Palestinian: there is no fair investigation when it comes to the killing of Palestinians.

On Thursday afternoon,  my fifteen-year-old  son went  with  his  sister  from my home in Abu Dis  to  his  mother’s  house in
Jerusalem. While he was travelling on the 36 bus to East Jerusalem, the bus had to pass through the Israeli military check point
at Azza’em. It’s routine that Israeli soldiers get on the bus there and ask for people’s IDs. So the bus stopped and my son was
asked for his ID. Because he is under sixteen, my son does not have an ID. The only document he has to prove his identity is
his Jerusalem birth certificate which has no photo on it. 

My son was pushed out of  the bus because the Israeli  soldiers at the checkpoint did not believe that the birth certificate
belonged to him.  My son told me that he was really worried as he was pulled out of the bus because his 11- year-old sister was
with him, and she was relying on him to take her to their mother. Their mother lives in Sheikh Jarrah which is full of Israeli
settlers and it’s really dangerous for a young Palestinian girl to be outside on her own. He asked the soldier to allow his sister to
get out of the bus and wait for him, but the soldiers refused to allow her off the bus and they shouted to the bus driver to move.

He then asked to use his mobile to call me or his mother to inform us about what was happening but also they refused to allow
him to. The soldiers started to shout at him in Hebrew language which he can’t understand. One of them pushed him with his
gun pointed towards his head asking him to move on. My son said he was confused and did not know what they wanted him to
do or where to go, and every time he moved in any direction, soldiers shouted angrily at him like he was doing something
wrong.  Everything  was  in  a  language  he  couldn’t  understand  and  all  of  them  were  pointing  their  guns  at  him.

My son was taken in to a side room away from the main street and two soldiers shouted at him. He was asked to take off his
jacket and they searched him. Then they started to ask him questions in Hebrew language. He did not know what to say or what
they wanted from him until one of them who seemed to be an Arabic native speaker started to talk to him. He was asked about
his family members, the names, the birthdates, work, schools, addresses, than the same questions were repeated over and
over  again  for  half  an  hour  while  their  loaded  guns  were  pointed  at  his  body.

At the same time, his sister was looking for her mother’s house. She left the bus in Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood and crossed
the main street near the Israeli Interior Ministry office which is also like a military base in the middle of the civilian area of Wadi
al-Joz. To reach her mother’s house, she had to go around the military base which has watchtowers and automatic guns
covering all the street. She was really worried about her safety and about her brother and she was running in order to let her
mother know about what happened to him.

After the soldiers finished with my son, he was given back his birth certificate and asked to go back to the main street in the
middle of the checkpoint to stop a bus and continue his journey to Jerusalem. At that point, he managed to call me to inform me
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about what was happening – till then neither myself, his father, in Abu Dis or his mother in Jerusalem was aware of what was
happening.  He  was  also  worried  about  his  sister  because  he  knew  that  it  wasn’t  easy  for  her  to  reach  home  safely.

On Thursday, my son faced a position which all of our kids can face at any point in their lives under military occupation. Many
young people have been killed because they did not understand what they were asked to do on these military checkpoints. He
says that he felt it was very dangerous, while as a teenager he was getting more and more angry at being shouted at and
pushed and pulled about by other teenagers with uniforms and guns. He felt that any reaction from him could have ended his
life.  For  them it  was a  joke:  they were  shouting  and laughing and changing positions  like  playing  a  game humiliating  a
powerless, 15-year-old Palestinian kid, waiting for him to lose his nerve and take any step; even not answering a question could
give them an excuse to shoot. 

There is no one at all that we can complain to when something like this happens. But it’s not acceptable at all to have children
treated like this, shouted at and frightened, held on their own and threatened with machine guns, split up from their siblings, not
allowed to  call  home.  It’s  not  acceptable  that  their  father  is  not  allowed to  accompany  them in  his  own country.  It’s  not
acceptable that you have to be worried all the time going from a place to another inside the country that you live in, and to have
to face soldiers with guns pointed at you every time you go out of your house, town or city. It is a huge issue to feel all the time
that you are wanted and guilty and always have to prove the opposite. 

The military rules which have been controlling the lives of millions of Palestinians for generations now must come to an end.
Most of these military rules started as temporary orders to deal with emergency situations like wartime and cannot be accepted
as the normal situation. It is not acceptable to destroy others and to make their living conditions impossible in order to achieve
comfortable living conditions for another people. Human beings’ security and protection are a basic human right for all. There
must be an end to the division and the apartheid system that we are living in which deals with people according to ID colours,
home address or nationality. My father grew up with this, then myself, now the next generation. We as parents eat ourselves
with anxiety when our children are moving from one part of the family to another. The situation is continuing and my sons and
daughters are growing up with this now, but we cannot accept that this is normal. 
Source:  Father from Abu Dis, East Jerusalem, December 2016

3. The Palestinians’ new peace initiative
Sensing the despair in Palestinian public opinion, pragmatic officials in the PLO are contemplating a new interim policy move for
2017 to prevent an armed intifada and to keep alive the national Palestinian positions on permanent status. The idea is to
launch a Palestinian initiative for a three-year interim agreement that would lead to permanent status. A senior PLO official who
participated in the Oslo Accord and other peace negotiations told Al-Monitor that the Palestinian leadership is fully aware of what
a challenge it will be to achieve immediate statehood based on the 1967 lines with East Jerusalem as the capital, especially with
the expected change in US positions by the Donald Trump administration.

The official noted that within the Fatah movement there are those who believe the only way to place Palestinian statehood on
the international agenda is a third intifada and violent resistance to the occupation. The more pragmatic group, he stated,
believes in working with the Arab League (especially Egypt, Jordan and Saudi Arabia) on a diplomatic track, focusing on the
new  UN Security Council  Resolution 2334. Pursuing the latter  position, the PLO official,  together with other known peace
process diplomats, have developed a plan for an interim agreement, which they have already discussed with Israeli peace non-
governmental organizations.

The proposal includes six central elements. The first is establishing a one-year time frame, ending in December 2017, for
declaring a Palestinian state on transitional borders. A second element relates to the interim territory of the new state, which will
include all of Area A (currently under Palestinian control) and Area B (under Palestinian civil control and joint Israeli-Palestinian
security control) and 20% of Area C (under Israeli control) in the Jordan Valley with full Palestinian sovereignty. This means an
Israeli withdrawal from parts of Area C and the transfer of security control to Palestinians in Area B. Then there is the issue of
Israeli settlements in Area C. The settlers could stay, but under Palestinian sovereignty. A fourth and most important element is a
complete Israeli  freeze of settlement  expansion, based on the 1968  UN General  Assembly Resolution 2443.  Also,  Israeli-
Palestinian security cooperation shall be increased. The sixth element concerns permanent status negotiations, which must be
launched after December 2017 between Israel and Palestine. The negotiations, on the basis of the 1967 lines and the  Arab
Peace Initiative, should last no more than a year, with a one-year implementation time frame.

The PLO official, a well-known moderate, believes that such a proposal would receive wide international support. “We must be
realistic and first of all place Palestinian statehood on the international agenda, thus offering diplomatic progress to our people,"
he told Al-Monitor, speaking on condition of anonymity. "The alternative is to adopt the ‘Syrian way’ of violence.” The pragmatic
group that drafted the plan intends to discuss it soon with President Mahmoud Abbas and others in the Palestinian Authority
leadership.  The official said that his group of pragmatic Fatah officials have had informal yet encouraging talks on an interim
agreement with senior officials in Cairo and Amman. There is a common interest among Arab pragmatists to prevent the conflict
from getting out of control, which, in turn, might bring Hamas to power in the West Bank.

The official added that the Palestinian leadership has little doubt that, after his Jan. 20 inauguration, President-elect Trump will
give Israel the green light to ignore the Security Council resolution. In view of Israel’s strong, ruling right-wing government and
the expected pro-Israel administration in Washington, the Palestinians must convince others in the international community,
primarily the European Union and Russia, to advance creative prospects for a two-state solution.  A senior official in Brussels
close to High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs Federica Mogherini told Al-Monitor on condition of anonymity that
Brussels was informed by Fatah members about the initiative for a Palestinian interim agreement. The EU will not react to any
informal Palestinian proposals, yet it supports any initiative that can advance the hope for a two-state solution.

According to the EU official, the European leadership favours the idea of allowing Israeli settlements to remain under Palestinian
sovereignty. Yet the EU will not formalize its position until the Trump administration is in place and until after initial talks between
the new Washington administration and Brussels are launched. In the meantime, the French are planning to hold a large peace
conference in Paris on Jan. 15, with more than 50 foreign ministers present, to keep the diplomatic hope alive, based on the
previous June Paris conference, the July Quartet report and the new Security Council resolution.  Israel is well-aware of the
Palestinian idea of a two-state solution based on the 1967 lines in two phases. A senior Ministry of Foreign Affairs official told Al-
Monitor  on the condition  of  anonymity  that  Jerusalem completely  rejects the  proposals.  “There will  be no negotiations on
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changing the nature of Area B or Area C before the Palestinians recognize Israel as the homeland of the Jewish people and
agree to Israeli demands on security arrangements,” he said.

Despite  this  Israeli  rejection,  these Palestinian  proposals  are  very  important.  At  times of  deadlock,  pragmatic  creativity  is
needed. The international community, mainly the EU, and possibly eventually the Trump administration, must adopt innovative
ideas to avoid dangerous deadlock and despair.
Source:  Uri Savir, Al Monitor, 02.01.2017 

4. Will 'earth shaking' revelation bring down Netanyahu?
A team of investigators from the Lahav 433 Anti-Corruption Unit appeared at Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s residence in
Jerusalem Jan 2. They carried several thick dossiers in their hands. The team was led by unit head Koresh Barnur.  They
entered the state residence and didn’t  exit  it  until  a little more than three hours later,  marking the official beginning of an
investigation into Netanyahu, under caution, for allegations involving breaching his duty of trust as a public servant. 

Over the past 20 years, all  of  Israel’s prime ministers have undergone criminal investigations of one kind or another,  and
Netanyahu was the first, during his first term in office, 1996-99, on a series of issues, including accepting gifts and attempting to
charge the state treasury for personal expenditures. Next in line were Ehud Barak (for the “fictitious straw companies” affair) and
Ariel Sharon (for the Greek Island affair and funds involving the businessman Cyril Kern, among other issues). Then came Ehud
Olmert, the first to be indicted and who was ultimately convicted and is now doing time in prison.  Netanyahu, even before the
investigation against him began, adopted tactics to make it clear that he has no intention of caving. To the contrary, in fact,
Netanyahu  intends  to  leverage  his  popularity  and  recruit  his  supporters,  mainly  the  growing  right-wing  Israeli  public,  to
constantly repeat one message: that he is being subjected to a political investigation and political persecution. In a meeting of
the Likud faction hours before the investigators arrived at his residence, Netanyahu claimed that he would not have come under
investigation if he had had different policies. Instead, he said, he was being obsessively persecuted by the media. Many of his
Likud supporters agree with his assertion.

Meanwhile, Knesset member David Amsalem of Likud is trying to revive an old bill that would give all sitting prime ministers
immunity  from investigation  while  in  office.  The bill's  future  is  unclear,  as  is  Netanyahu’s.  If  the  investigation  leads to  an
indictment being filed against Netanyahu, he will  be forced to resign. If the case is closed, as in the past, he will  emerge
victorious and stronger than ever.  In April 2009, when Netanyahu returned to power for a second time as premier, almost eight
years had elapsed. It almost seemed that this time around, he would be immune to police investigations. He put great effort into
gaining as much control as possible over the agents of the rule of law: He appointed his personal attorney, Yehuda Weinstein, to
the post of legal adviser to the government in 2010. The current legal adviser, Avichai Mandelblit, who assumed the position
about a year ago, had been Netanyahu’s government secretary for three years and had worked closely with him. Netanyahu
had also stirred the pot of police inspector generals and lengthened their terms. He also appointed Joseph Shapira as state
comptroller. In short, the prime minister enjoyed long years of artificial peace and quiet, free of the police. That all ended this
week.

The official investigation into Netanyahu was born after nine long and laborious months of what Mandelblit called a “police
probe.” This strange beast is not quite a criminal investigation, is only rarely used and has no legal basis. In this regard, the
legal adviser gave special treatment to the prime minister.  Several months ago, police sources told Al-Monitor that had anyone
else been the target, the police would have started an investigation a long time ago. On the other hand, it is possible that
Mandelblit  has some justification for  exercising excessive caution. He was well-aware that  opening an investigation would
immediately lead to a political witch hunt and anarchy that would spread to the broader public. As opposed to Olmert, who had
been a very unpopular prime minister, Netanyahu enjoys the support of large segments of the Israeli public, and he is adept at
leveraging this support. Mandelblit wanted to minimize the possibility of Netanyahu succeeding in spinning a story of “political
persecution” or “dismissing a serving prime minister for irrelevant reasons.”

At the heart of the investigation are Netanyahu’s connections with businessmen, some of them living abroad, and his allegedly
accepting significant favours from them. The prime minister’s relations with an impressive circle of billionaires is well-known to
the media and the public. This state of affairs has been widely and continuously covered over the years. The police probe is
looking into whether these relationships involved any criminal offenses being committed. According to the evidence collected to
date, the suspicions are real and well-founded.  The media reported at least two businessmen (one Israeli and one foreign)
admitting to having offered Netanyahu favours or expensive gifts. According to Channel 10, at least one case involves a gift that
was given at a critical juncture at a very specific point in time, but it did not provide details. Thus it is likely that the gift-giver
received some sort of “reward” from the prime minister, which may lead to a bribery-related indictment.

Sources at the Justice Ministry note that in addition to the gift affair, the investigation involves another, more serious allegation.
Haaretz described the source of this suspicion as “earth shaking,” something that will  generate a  huge public uproar.  The
assumption  is  that  the  investigation  launched Jan.  2 has not  yet  reached completion  and that  the  prime minister  will  be
questioned under caution at least once more. Meanwhile, Netanyahu will limit himself to the laconic statement he has used all
along: “There won’t be anything, because there isn’t anything.”  The Israeli  political system, however, does not accept this
response as easily as it did in the past. Outwardly, everyone offers their heartfelt wishes to Netanyahu that he emerge from the
investigation unscathed. Yesh Atid Chairman Yair Lapid publicly asked the police and state attorney to wrap up the investigation
as soon as possible and offered his blessings to Netanyahu for a positive outcome. Meanwhile, Lapid has emerged as the
leading candidate for  premier  in a poll  released Dec. 30 by Channel  10, winning 27 mandates versus 23 for  Netanyahu.
According to political sources, Lapid has said that he would prefer to defeat the prime minister at the voting booth.

Behind  the  scenes,  however,  the  situation  is  completely  different.  As  soon  as  gossip  and  rumours  morphed  into  a  real
investigation, the entire political establishment went into a tizzy. Almost every senior member in Israeli politics wants Netanyahu
to get off the political horse. His takeover of government institutions is blocking the paths of many good people to the highest
echelons of politics. If Netanyahu quits, it is expected that former Ministers Gideon Saar and Moshe Ya'alon will return to the
Likud. Perhaps serving Finance Minister Moshe Kahlon of Kulanu will do the same. Even such high-ranking Likud members as
Ministers Israel Katz and Gilad Erdan won’t shed too many tears for the current prime minister, and they are in addition to the
heads and senior members of all the other factions.  Netanyahu has now declared war against the police, the state attorney,
parts  of  the  independent  media  and senior  members of  the  political  establishment.  He is  convinced that  he  will  win,  but
everyone else is not so sure.
Source:  Ben Caspit, Al Monitor, 03.01.2017 
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5. Why Trump can’t save Israeli settlements
US President-elect  Donald Trump’s     tweet in reaction to the speech by outgoing Secretary of State John Kerry, who sharply
rebuked Israel, was pleasing music to many Israeli ears. “Stay strong     Israel, January 20th is fast approaching!” Trump wrote.
Trump is promising to teach the United Nations a lesson. When he occupies the Oval Office, the United Nations will not dare
treat Israel with “such total disdain and disrespect.” Trump will squash UN Security Council  Resolution 2334 condemning the
settlements  and leave it  on  the  rubbish  heap of  history. Prime Minister  Benjamin Netanyahu will  prove to  all  those leftists
claiming that his policies will result in Israel’s international isolation that our prime minister can isolate the world. All he has to do
is be patient a little longer and wait for Obama to get out of his face. 

Not so. Netanyahu's message that Jan. 21 will mark the end of eight cursed years and the start of four auspicious ones is a lie.
Hope that Trump the Messiah will provide the settlement enterprise with international legitimacy is designed to lull the Israeli
public. No one, not even the president of the United States, has the power to revoke a UN Security Council resolution. The
UN is not some entity that has all of a sudden decided to attack Israel. For the past 50 years, all the world body’s member states
except  for  Israel  and  Micronesia have  viewed  the  settlements as  an  obstacle  to  peace,  at  best.  At  worst,  they  regard
settling occupied territory as a violation of international law or even a war crime.

Russia’s ambassador to the UN, Vitaly Churkin, made some notable comments in the most recent debate over the settlements
on Dec. 23. After expressing surprise at the urgency with which the issue was brought up for a vote, President Vladimir Putin’s
top diplomat agreed with other speakers who said the settlements undermine the prospects for a two-state solution. The envoy
drew direct connections between the settlements, terror attacks and incitement. He reminded his listeners that his government
has been involved in the Middle East peace process for a long time and is a member of the Middle East Quartet, which remains
important  and effective.  Churkin  said  that  the Quartet’s  report in  July  was still  relevant  and that  the  implementation  of  its
recommendations (among them freezing construction in the settlements and halting the demolition of Palestinian homes in the
West Bank's Area C) would help put the peace process back on course.

Trump will find out very soon that changing the traditional bipartisan policy on this issue would be in defiance of  the European
Union, another senior member of the Quartet. The EU has already decided to label products made in the settlements and to
deny the settlers the trade benefits accorded to Israel. UN Security Council Resolution 2334 and Netanyahu’s unbridled attack
against the countries that voted for it, among them France, the United Kingdom and Spain, brought the settlement issue to the
top of the international agenda. Given the international consensus over the resolution, Trump will have a hard time convincing
the EU and its member states to refrain from adopting harsher sanctions against the settlements. Unlike him, European leaders
are careful to differentiate between support for Israel’s security and well-being within its pre-1967 borders and support for a
government of settlement supporters doing everything in its power to erase those border lines.

The president of the United States cannot, of course, dictate anything to the International Court of Justice in The Hague. One of
the most important articles in Resolution 2334 is the one calling for the implementation of the court’s opinion regarding the
separation fence. By doing so, the council validated its 2004 ruling that the sections of the fence that cross the Green Line,
including those in East Jerusalem, constitute de facto annexation and a violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention. The court
ordered a halt to the construction of the wall in those areas, the dismantling of the sections already built and compensation for
any damage caused by the construction.

The judges called on the UN to consider taking action that would terminate the illegal construction of a wall in the occupied
territories. The court ruled that states that are party to the Geneva Convention must take steps against those responsible for its
violation.  Such  steps  can  include  severing  ties  with  Israeli  politicians  living  in  settlements like  Defence  Minister  Avigdor
Liberman, a resident of the settlement of Nokdim in the Etzion block. Now that the ruling issued by the tribunal in The Hague
against the separation fence has been granted, so to speak, the status of a Security Council resolution, the position of Israeli
judges on the issue could be severely criticized internationally. On several occasions, justices of the Israeli Supreme Court had
rejected petitions calling for a change in the course of the fence, chief among them Noam Solberg, who lives in the settlement of
Alon Shvut (also in Etzion).

The changing of the guard at the White House is not expected to change the rest of the world’s negative views of the Israeli
occupation, which marks half a century this year. Trump’s abusive style is not expected to deter sports associations such as
FIFA and the Court of Arbitration for Sport from punishing Israel for adding teams from West Bank settlements to its football
leagues. Nor will  the new American president be able to dissuade academic institutions and labor organizations in his own
country  from  boycotting  the  settlements and  even  the  state  that’is  building  them. The  muscle-flexing by  Netanyahu     and
Trump could energize the rest of the world to remind them of the limits of their power.  One can but hope that Trump's words
that sound so good to the Israeli right will turn out to be the swan song of the settlement and separatism policy.
Source: Akiva Eldar,  Al Monitor, 03.01.2017 

6.  Amona settlement first test of UN resolution
Not even two weeks after the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 2334 demanding an end to all Israeli settlement activity,
Israel is already giving the world the finger. Two years ago, Israel's Supreme Court had ordered the evacuation of the West
Bank settlement of Amona. But the latest developments in this ongoing saga recall Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's refrain
regarding the criminal investigation against him: “Nothing will come" of this because there was nothing there. Now, everyone
around him appears to be saying exactly the same thing about Resolution 2334. 

According to Resolution 2334, the demographic makeup, character and status of the Palestinian territory occupied by Israel in
1967 and including the ensuing land confiscation constitute a violation of international law. The Security Council  expressed
“grave concern” that the settlement activities are “dangerously imperilling” the prospects of a two-state solution based on the
1967 borders. It reminded Israel of its commitment, in accordance with the Middle East Quartet’s 2003 Road Map to Peace in
the Middle East, to freeze settlement activity and dismantle all settlements established since March 2001.
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The evacuation of Amona and the resettlement of its residents will be a first test of Resolution 2334. If the Security Council
ignores the dubious deal worked out between the government and the Amona settlers (relocating Amona to a nearby hill), it will
affirm that what was going on so far  in  the West Bank will  continue. The state argues that it is  the legal  custodian of the
designated land, which was abandoned by its Palestinian absentee landowners. Attorney General Avichai Mandelblit recently
overturned a long-standing policy that had banned the use of absentee landowner property for civilian purposes.  Al-Monitor
learned this week that Yesh Din, the human rights organization at the forefront of the campaign to vacate Amona from the
private Palestinian lands on which it was built, had located one of these “absentees” in Jordan and had sent a notary public to
obtain the power of attorney to transfer his land to a relative living in the West Bank.

Pushing the Palestinians out of their lands in Area C, which is under total Israeli control, is a central element in the Israeli
government’s  policies.  Several  of  its  members  make  no  bones  about  their  desire  to  Judaize  “Judea  and Samaria” or at
least to annex Area C, which makes up 60% of the West Bank. Knesset members of all the right-wing parties, including the
center-right Kulanu and ultra-religious Shas, are already busy these days promoting legislation to annex the settlement town of
Ma’ale Adumim, which lies to the east of the 1967 Green Line. But the head of the military’s Central Command, Maj. Gen. Roni
Numa, is responsible for the security and well-being of all the residents of Area C, regardless of religion, race and nationality.
Yes, he is also responsible for the lands of tens of thousands of Palestinians who are his unwilling subjects.

Numa is not the first commander of the area — nor is he likely to be the last — to align with the settlers and serve their interests
at the expense of his Palestinian subjects. Senior defence officials have known for years that the career path taking Central
Command  heads to  the  coveted position  of  military  chief-of-staff  is  smoother  with  a recommendation  from the  settlement
leadership. The attorneys in the state attorney’s office are also being pushed in that direction by the clear leanings of their
bosses — Mandelblit, who authorized the confiscation of the lands of “absentee” landlords, and Justice Minister Ayelet Shaked
of the right-wing HaBayit HaYehudi.  Those among them — and there are still quite a few — who wish to preserve the rule of
law learned this week what happens to a senior state attorney who tries to stand in the way of the settlers and their political
patrons. On Jan. 3, Mandelblit and Shaked decided to clip the wings of Deputy Attorney General Dina Zilber, who dared suggest
curtailing the authority of the settlement division of the World Zionist Federation, the long arm of successive Israeli governments
in the settlement enterprise.

The settler news site  Arutz  Sheva reports  that Zilber  is  very  unpopular with the  Israeli right  and religious citizens over  her
activism. Justice Ministry officials explained to the press that the move was part of the changes being spearheaded by Shaked
in the ministry with the intention of “normalizing affairs relating to Judea and Samaria.”  Two years ago, Zilber expressed her
professional  opinion  that  the norms  of  clean  government  are  incompatible  with transferring  authority  to  an
unsupervised     nongovernmental  body to  determine  policies and  priorities  regarding  the  settlements.  She  therefore
recommended that the state stop its direct funding of the settlement division through the budget and other channels of direct
money transfer.

Last October, the government showed legal and law enforcement authorities what happens to those who seek to bring a bit of
order to the settlement project. The government voted unanimously to hand over responsibility for the settlement division to
Agriculture  Minister  Uri  Ariel,  a  resident  of  the  settlement  of  Kfar  Adumim  and  a  former  leader of  the  Amana  settlement
movement in the West Bank. In other words, the ministers threw Zilber’s report into the trash with dozens of past opinions
warning the government about funding illegal outposts and turning a blind eye to the invasion of private Palestinian properties.
And finally, some good news. Attorney Shlomy Zachary, who represents Yesh Din and Palestinian residents, told Al-Monitor Jan.
3 about a pleasant surprise in the Supreme Court. At a hearing for a petition against the invasion of private Palestinian lands
near the settlement of Beit El, Chief Justice Miriam Na’or made an unusual remark, telling the representatives of the state
attorney’s office, “You cannot ignore international law.’’
Source:  Akiva Eldar, Al Monitor, 05.01.2017 
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	Don’t call me a Palestinian of the Palestinian Territories because it is called Palestine. Don’t give me a fraction of my homeland and call it a solution. Don’t give me oppression and call it peace. Don’t give me a Bantustan and call it a home. Don’t give me a prison and call it freedom. Don’t draw the borders of my existence according to your whims and interests and call it a state. My Palestine is the home that is mine since the dawn of history till the end of history.
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